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ABSTRACT

1

Ambient Displays are a promising means to reduce notification overload and work towards the vision of Calm Computing. In this paper, we present electrochromic displays as a
novel class of displays to convey information. electrochromic
displays are non-light-emitting, flexible, free-form, transparent, energy-efficient, easily integrated, and slow-switching,
making them ideal candidates for information that changes
over time and does not require immediate user attention.
We describe the key features of electrochromic displays as
well as application areas and provide an outlook into future
developments of the technology.

The last two sentences of Weiser’s seminal article "The Computer for the 21st Century" characterised ubiquitous computing as follows: "There is more information available at our
fingertips during a walk in the woods than in any computer
system, yet people find a walk among trees relaxing and computers frustrating. Machines that fit the human environment,
instead of forcing humans to enter theirs, will make using a
computer as refreshing as taking a walk in the woods." [14]. It
seems that while we often claim to have reached the age of
ubiquitous computing, we are further from it then ever before. Users are constantly connected to the Internet and have
access to a tremendous amount of information. However, as
part of this constant connectivity an ever increasing amount
of notifications is channelled to the users. This can make it
difficult for users to divide their attention appropriately.
One promising approach to combat this issue and and
work again more towards Weiser’s original idea are Ambient
Displays. Ambient Displays only draw the attention of the
user when needed to convey bits of information [7], allowing
to focus on a main task while still having access to potential
notifications or other important information of background
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Figure 1: Transparent, flexible, and free-form electrochromic display
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tasks. Ambient displays can be implemented in many different forms and shapes e.g. audio [1], haptics [11], ambient
light [9], or screen displays [13]. However, especially light
emitting visual displays are not always desirable, e.g. in the
home’s bedroom, or in dark working conditions. In these
situations, non-light-emitting, calm computing displays may
be a better solution and examples of research in this realm
reach over 20 years back with e.g. the Dangling String [15].
Visual Ambient Displays have been around for a long
time. Examples range from artefacts that change through
physical actuation (e.g. bus display by Mankoff et al. [6]), to
screens displaying information (e.g. see the work by Vogel
and Balakrishnan [13]), to ambient light displays (for which
Matviienko et al. provided an overview in [8]), to name only
a few.
Recently, the field of printed electronics has developed to
the point at which thin and deformable interactive prototypes can be created at low cost, even by non experts [12].
While printed displays based on electroluminiscent technology have been well established [4, 10], printed displays
based on electrochromic (EC) technology have been largely
neglected so far.
In this paper, we aim to extend existing approaches by introducing electrochromic (EC) displays as a means to create
ambient displays for information and notification presentation. EC displays are non-light-emitting, flexible, free-form,
energy efficient, low contrast, and slow switching displays.
We argue that they have the ability to get us closer to Weiser’s
original vision compared to current display technology.
2
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In our case, displays have been created in an screen, airbrush, or ink-jet printing process. We use commercially available PEDOT:PSS or Prussian Blue inks on transparent PETITO substrates. The ITO layer provides electric conductivity
on the whole printing area. Other substrates layers to print
on (e.g. other plastics or ceramics) in combination with conductive materials such as copper tape or silver ink could also
be used to create electric connections to the printed ink.

Figure 2: Vertical stack alignment

ELECTROCHROMIC DISPLAYS

Electrochromic (EC) inks have the capability to change their
optical properties through chemical oxidation or reduction
when an electric current is applied to them [2]. Usually the
change is from a colour, e.g. blue, to a transparent state.
To change from one state to another the inks only require
minimal energy and usually switch in a matter of seconds
(1-5), which is comparably slow. Otherwise EC inks behave
similar to standard inks, and displays made from EC ink
are therefore non-light-emitting but can be produced in any
shape.
One of the most common applications for EC displays
today is self-tinting windows or rear-view mirrors in vehicles.
These devices use a layer of EC ink that has been applied in
a vacuum or sol-gel deposition process [2]. While this allows
for homogeneous coating in large scale production processes
it is not at all suited for research prototypes or small scale
production. To explore the design space of EC displays, we
use a different process, suited for small batch production
and rapid prototyping. We follow the TransPrint fabrication
process of EC displays described by Jensen et al. [3].

Figure 3: Co-planar stack alignment

While this process is very well suited for prototyping it is
not ideal of larger scale production. Besides the aforementioned glass elements, EC inks have also been used in high
pressure laminates (HPL), as used in e.g. furniture surfaces,
or flooring. Furthermore, EC displays are also robust enough
to withstand an injection-moulding process e.g. to be integrated with other plastic elements [5].
There are two basic display alignments. A vertical stack
in which electrode and counter-electrode are printed on two
sheets of substrate, divided by an electrolyte layer (Figure
2); and a co-planar stack in which electrode and counterelectrode are printed on the same substrate layer, requiring
electric separation (Figure 3).
The key properties of electrochromic displays are:
Non-light-emitting Like other visual technologies, e.g.
E-ink, electrochromic displays do not emit light, making them suitable for situations, where light is not
desirable.

Electrochromic Ambient Displays

Free-form and Flexible EC displays can be created with
a freely chosen form factor. Depending on the substrate used to create the displays, they are flexible to
bending and deforming. This allows them to be easily
retrofitted onto a large variety of surfaces.
Transparent Depending on the substrate and electrodes,
EC displays can be transparent, allowing easy integration with other materials. PET-ITO and coatings with
silver nano-wires provide good transparency.
Energy efficient EC displays only consume electric energy while switching. Switching of PEDOT:PSS works
well at 1.5v and uses only a few milliwatts of energy.
The displays function similar to a capacitor. The displays discharge over time and need to be refreshed
every once in a while.
Low contrast The rapid prototyping methods currently
provide a rather low contrast ratio. While this is not
a desirable property, in combination with the slow
switching times it can facilitate changes to the display
that can potentially go unnoticed by the user if desired.
Slow switching Depending on the EC ink used and the
voltage applied, switching times vary from one to 30
seconds. This slow switching property in addition to
the low contrast ratio can be used to an advantage,
when displays should avoid triggering an disorienting
reflex through sudden changes or on-sets.
Easy prototyping Using off-the-shelf ink-jet or screenprinting technology, producing EC display prototypes
is an easy print-and-assemble process.
3

APPLICATION AREAS AND OUTLOOK

There is a wide range of applications for EC displays. We
aim to explore a number of these cases ranging from wearables, e.g. garments or shoes with integrated displays, to
household or office devices, up to building size installations
used in facades or adaptive flooring solutions. The intended
prototypes may not all be made for information display, but
also for decorative purposes, we aim at demonstrating EC
displays as a novel technology for information display.
In the following, we briefly present to early prototypes
demonstrating a few of the key properties of EC displays.
Weather Display
The weather display concept (Figure 4) aims towards being a
pervasive display embedded to the inner surface of a home’s
front door. The display provides a glanceable view to the
expected weather when stepping outdoors.
The weather display contains five individual EC display
segments printed on a single film of PET-ITO. The segments
are electrically separated by kiss-cutting the ITO-layer on
the PET sheet. Control is achieved through an ESP32 microcontroller that connects to a weather service API and controls
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Figure 4: Electrochromic Weather Display, indicating
stormy weather

the display segments according to the forecast. Each of the
segments is individually controlled and has its own counterelectrode. This allows for faster switching times, especially
for larger display areas like the cloud-shape, than one central
counter-electrode. An overlaid wood veneer layer masks the
display’s counter electrodes.
The weather display exemplifies the approach to EC display design, being based on dynamic graphical elements,
rather than numerals or pixels.
Dishwasher Indicator
Are the dishes in the dishwasher clean or dirty? With a twist
of the magnetically-attached dishwasher indicator you can
leave a message to your family members or co-workers in
the office kitchen (Figure 5).
The display consists of a printed background image of a
bowl and spoon, with an EC overlay illustrating either dirty
food remains or a sparkling clean bowl. The functionality
is achieved with an orientation sensor, triggered based on
the orientation of the display. For rapid prototyping and
demonstration, we used an Arduino micro-controller to read
the orientation sensor and drive the display accordingly.
Creating a custom circuit will further reduce space and power
demand.
This demo shows the possibility to create EC displays with
a non-rectangular form factor, as well as their low power
consumption, allowing e.g. one year of operation with a coin
cell battery [5].
Outlook
As future work we will add more colours allowing for more
complex graphics and increased information display capabilities. Improvements in mass production techniques like
over-moulding or high pressure lamination could extend the
range of possible applications and integration into everyday
items. We are investigating electronics to improve control of
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Figure 5: Electrochromic dishwasher status indicator

individual displays as well as combination of displays into
larger clusters.
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